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Some kids dreamed of running away
and joining the circus. But not you.
You always dreamed of running one.

Now the depression has hit, it seems the 
only money is out in the farmlands of 
America - and you aim to fleece those 
rubes out of some of it. So, you set off 
with your first performers, but as you 
hit the road, you find another circus 
hitting all of the same towns you are 
and taking some of your customers.
So you two make a deal: the first circus 
to bank $100 will get to go on, and the 
other one will have to go back East.

Set Up
Each Player has $10 to buy performers. Any 
unused money is banked & may be used later.

Turn Order
One - Put on a show.

Two - Collect funds.
Three - Purchase new performers. (The 
player who earned the least money this 
round purchases performers first.)



Putting on a Show
One - Collect $1 for every performer. (Note: 
Poison Eve and Isis the Mystic count both 
count as two performers.)

Two - Roll the appropriate die for each
performer. You must roll performers with 
smaller dice before performers with higher dice.  
Collect the number of dollars shown the dice.

Three - If any performers roll a 1, that per-
former has not drawn a large enough crowd and 
throws a tantrum. You collect no money for 
this roll - but the performer still counts for 
your performer total in step one. (Note: Poison 

Eve & Isis the Mystic tantrum on a 1 or a 2.)

Four - If a performer throws a tantrum, you 
must console this performer immediately or 
he or she quits your circus and returns to the 
hiring pool. Once you have chosen to console 
one performer, you may not choose to console 
another in the same turn. (You may later 
rehire this performer as normal.)

Winning
The player with the most money at 
the end of a turn when any player 
reaches $100 is the winner.


